over IOO years of innovation
S5Ti treadmill
UPC 835126203307
ÔÔi.Concept allows the user to download compatible apps to

their phone or tablet for interactive personal training and
entertainment
ÔÔWhisper quiet 3.5 HP drive motor provides unparalleled
durability and reliability
ÔÔActive-Flex II suspension technology allows for a shock
absorbing landing with firm push off for comfort and
efficiency
ÔÔLarge 22” x 57” running surface enables a safe and
comfortable workout
ÔÔRefreshing personal cooling fan motivates you to go the
extra mile
ÔÔOrthopedic running belt provides a more comfortable,
lower-impact workout experience
ÔÔFolding treadmill for easy storage
ÔÔConvenient lower console enables speed and incline
adjustments on the fly without losing focus on your workout

Download a
compatible app

for your Apple or
Android® device
®

SPECIFICATIONS
-- Blue Backlit LCD Display
-- Bluetooth Enabled i.Concept Technology
-- Polar® Heart Rate Strap Compatible
-- Contact Heart Rate Grips
-- Cooling Fan
-- 15 Built-in Programs
-- 22” x 57” Running Surface
-- 0-12 MPH
-- 0-12% Incline
-- 3.5 HP Motor
-- 2.5” Rollers
-- Ortho Cushion Belt
-- Active-Flex II Suspension
-- Removable Safety Key
-- Removable Water Bottle Holders

Use your tablet or
smartphone to seamlessly
interface with the equipment
via Bluetooth®

Enjoy all of your

favorite apps
while exercising

Residential Warranty
Frame: Lifetime | Motor:Lifetime | Parts: 10 years | Labor: 1 year
Residential Warranty Disclaimer:
Please note: The equipment that you are purchasing is intended for single-family home use only. Use of this equipment
in a commercial environment shall void the warranty.
Cosmetics Warranty Information:
For all products and all level of warranty, Cosmetic parts shall be warrantied for 1 year from date of purchase against
manufactures defect. “Cosmetics” includes: External plastics, overlays/decals and covers.

Measurements
Max User
400 lbs.
			Weight		254 lbs.
			Step Up Height 7 in.
Assembled		
Length 		
76 in.
Dimensions		Width		37 in.
			Height		57 in.
Box
		Length 		76.5 in.
Dimensions		Width		39 in.
			Height		14 in.

Note: All pricing and specifications
are subject to change without notice
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